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01: The Workshop
Austrade undertook consultation of stakeholders in the Australian tourism industry to inform Australia’s next
tourism strategy to 2030. Workshops were held across Australia to facilitate this consultation as input for the
strategy development. The objective of each workshop was to engage directly with as many tourism
operators as possible to enable their contribution to the development of the strategy.
The workshops allowed participants to articulate their aspirations for the Australian tourism industry in 2030,
identify challenges, opportunities and game changers for the industry and to identify priority focus areas for
their specific location. The workshop process overall enabled attendees to share their on-the-ground insights
as people who participate in the industry every day.
Through their participation in the workshops, attendees were able to provide their views on Australia’s next
long-term tourism strategy.
This report contains the inputs generated through this engagement and consultation process as a summary
of inputs from eight face to face workshops and one online webinar.
Locations:
One workshop was held in each state, with the locations being as follows:






Adelaide
Canberra
Perth
Melbourne
Darwin and Alice Springs






Devonport
Sydney
Gold Coast
Online Webinar (national).

Participants:
There were 262 participants across the 8 workshops and 105 participants in the webinar.
Workshop Structure:
The workshop was structured with five main sessions:
1. Visioning – what does the future of the tourism industry in Australia look like in 2030?
2. Narratives – capturing the stories that we tell about the industry now and its impact on people and
communities. This activity was not in the webinar.
3. Challenges & Opportunities – exploring these as they are experienced and anticipated by the
participants
4. Focus Areas – identifying priorities for focus in each location
5. Game changers – identifying the actions that would have the most positive impact on the industry
into the future.
Each workshop ran for two hours duration. The online webinar was of one hour duration.
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02: Visioning – “Into the future … 2030”
Q1: “How would you describe the successful Australian Tourism Industry of 2030?”
Participants were asked to input their response to the above question into ‘Poll Everywhere’ software using
their smartphones. The results were displayed as a word cloud which shows words used with higher
frequency in a larger font size.

Over 600 responses were received during the workshops and webinar. The above word cloud represents all
of these responses. The top 10 responses nationally are listed as follows:
1. Sustainable

5. Employment

9. World

2. Experience(s)

6. Unique

10. Innovative

3. Diverse

7. Growth

4. Accessible

8. Collaborative
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The following images are the resulting word clouds form each workshop and the webinar:
Gold Coast

Melbourne

Darwin & Alice Springs
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Perth

Canberra

Adelaide
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Sydney

Devonport

Webinar
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Q2: “What is the one critical factor you believe will underpin your success in 2030?”
Participants were asked to input their response to the above question into Poll Everywhere software via their
smartphones. The following are the top 10 responses received nationally:
1. Investment

5. Access

9. Infrastructure

2. Collaboration

6. Regional

10. Innovation

3. Government

7. Quality

4. Experience(s)

8. Strategy
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03: Narratives
Story-telling is a powerful way to articulate not just facts and figures, but emotions, feelings, thoughts and
experience. As we look to 2030 the need to preserve the good in what we have, whilst expanding and
exploring further the opportunities presented, is key to ensuring that the baseline of the present is
understood and considered. In this activity, participants were paired up and asked to share, and document, a
story that conveyed the impact of the tourism industry on people and communities.
The below tables set out the stories from each workshop that are recommended to be expanded into case
studies. To note, most participants chose not to identify themselves as authors of the narratives that they
wrote. The recommendations are hence made in consideration of the impact and resonance of the story
itself and the ability to either follow up with an identified author or research to build a meaningful case study.

Gold Coast
Situation




Winton, Western Queensland
Town a “Ghost Town”

Characters




Key locals
Councils

Actions





Opened the Waltzing Matilda Centre as Banjo Patterson’s book of the same name
was written in this town
Discovery of Dinosaur bones on private property. Owner now has largest collection
of dinosaur bones in the Southern Hemisphere
Movies and TV filmed in the area

Impact





Increase in visitation
Winton is now a “Tourist Town”
Tourism and film are main industries in region now

Author




The author chose not to identify themselves
This story was however, presented by two different attendees who spoke about the
positive impacts on the community and local economy, and can be researched to
build a case study.

Situation






6c 2018 RAP (Registered Aboriginal Party)
History of being underprivileged
Not integrated/low profile
Pride was not a priority

Characters




First nations people – more of the generation
Public – younger generation

Actions





RAP van
Role in all ceremonies/acknowledgements
New opportunity; Programs; Medical; artwork

Impact








increased pride/profile – awareness
character – places of significance become new
cultural sustainability
momentum for more
education
2020 – year of Indigenous tourism

Author




The author chose not to identify themselves
This story was the only one presented that represented the potential of the
indigenous tourism opportunities and can be researched to build a case study.
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Melbourne
Situation






Convention bureaus in each state bid
For international conventions – large
Inbound potential, funded by state
Governments supported by Tourism Australia

Characters





Melbourne Convention Bureau
Melbourne Convention and Exhibit Centre
State government, Department of Health, City of Melbourne, Hotels, DFAT

Actions





14,000 international visitors from 100+ countries attended a 4 day conference.
100+ satellite meetings
Regional pre/post travel

Impact






National pledge to virtually eliminate HIV by 2020
2400 Victorians on HIV prevention program
Community impacts
2600+ media coverage – international

Author




The author is Julia Swanson, Melbourne Convention Bureau,
Julia.swanson@melbournecb.com.au
This story demonstrates that the large, highly organised operators can have
community level impacts from diverse perspectives.

Situation




Port Fairy Folk Festival. From humble beginnings to attracting 20,000 people
Involves local community and benefits local community

Characters




Folk festival committee, volunteers and paid executives
Local tourism association and council

Actions




Grew organically
Sustainable

Impact






Weekend generating income and helped grow year round tourism
Keep growing businesses
Sustainable
Happens every year without government support

Author




The author chose not to identify themselves
This story demonstrates the power of a community uniting, to grow and build
something special for themselves and can be researched to build a case study.

Situation



Young women living in country Victoria – no future – move to Melbourne

Characters



Young woman, wants to be an artist

Actions




Comes to Melbourne to study fine arts
Eventually returns to country to open an art gallery to serve locals and tourists

Impact






Family of 4 living in country Vic
Art gallery adds to the fabric of the town
Husband learning to be a baker to work in artisan bakery
Art gallery enhances tourist appeal of town happens every year without government
support

Author




The author is Paul Whitelaw, paul.whitelaw@angliss.edu.au
This story demonstrates the impact that a single person with passion and a dream
can have on a community.
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Darwin & Alice Springs
Situation





Desert Song Festival
Relationship with Soweto Gospel Choir
Daughter enrolled at piano lessons

Characters






Piano teacher Susie opportunity
SGC time donation
Morris – developed relationship (DSF)
Daughter – likes music and performance

Actions




3 ½ hour workshop
Choir

Impact






Opportunities open in the NT
Inspired my daughter to keep going – music and performance
Successful festival with big crowds to SGC performances
Proud parents – made the right move

Author




The author chose not to identify themselves
The author tells a story about a music festival that inspired their daughter to
continue to play music. The festival brought in different characters into the Northern
Territory who had a positive influence on the local people who attended.

Situation





Not for profit, supporting a local support network
Annual events
Jumpers – “one” in particular utilising tourism network to promote a great local
cause

Characters







Canteen, charity
Sky diving – supportive, ongoing
Resort
Locals
NT Mayor events/Tourism NT

Actions






Annual event incorporating 12-16 local high profile people
Agreeing to jump out of a plane and fundraise
Promotional activity, linked to Tropical Lights
Finally looking better than usual

Impact





Incorporated into the new Tropical Lights promotion
Giving much higher profile than previous years
Final still to be determined

Author




The author chose not to identify themselves
This is a story about an annual not-for-profit event that encourages people to
support a local charity and promotes the new Tropical Light outdoor exhibition.

Situation






18m commercial area
Aboriginal tourism versus little previously
Important to Aboriginal people but slowly not prominent to visitors
Major tourism destination for visitors

Characters





Wadjemup elders
Rottnest Island Authority
Visitors

Perth
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Actions





Walking tour of settlement
Authentic interpretation and story telling
Cultural innovation

Impact







Truth telling
Cultural engagement
Reconciliation opportunity
Acknowledgement and welcome
Fills a gap in offering on Island guides WA

Author




The author chose not to identify themselves
This author tells a story about Aboriginal tourism and the benefits that it can bring
for the Rottnest Islands, including cultural engagement, opportunities for
reconciliation and acknowledgement and welcome.

Situation




Small Wheat belt town
Started a RV site in town

Characters




Shire – put in RV site
Shire wanted to demonstrate value of tourism

Actions



Boxes put up in caravan parts to collect receipts of money spent in town

Impact




Demonstrated value of tourism to residents
Catalyst for further tourism development

Author




The author chose not to identify themselves
This story is about a local initiative that had a strong impact on the community
engaging with tourists and the industry once they understood the positive input it
had on the local economy.

Situation

Dolphin Discovery Centre (info@dolphindiscovery.com.au)







Been 25 years / Urban commercial envelope
Major redevelopment – opened 2019
10 year process
Nature based wild dolphin experience 2 hours
South of Perth
Conservation, education, research NFP funded by Tourism Activity

Characters





Whole of community experience – consulting them to development: design, building
State government and local government
Staff, volunteers, suppliers

Actions






Designed and constructed – major tourism asset
Total makeover of Koombana Bay and Tourism entry to the city
Increased destruction
Marketing and partnerships

Impact







Increased employment 14-45 direct
Increased visitation 3 told – early days expect more
Increased income stream and sustainability for eco museum
New packaging opportunities and industry growth
Indirect flow through e.g. Boathouse

Author




The email provided for this case study is info@dolphindiscovery.com.au
The story can be researched to create a detailed case study given the level of detail
already provided.
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Canberra
Situation





Burnt out mountain following bushfires
Government put in place community infrastructure – servicing mountain biking and
cycling community
Now a beloved community facility that also attracts interstate and international
visitation. World class facility

Characters






ACT government
Cycling community
Suburbs/community
Tourism community

Actions






Clearing of fire-damaged forest
Master planning
Construction
Event management/promotion

Impact







New community facility
Enhanced ACT reputation as a cycling city
Attracted events/businesses/investment
Good community health outcomes
Heal scars of fires

Author




The author chose not to identify themselves
The story follows a response to a bushfire event and outlines how positive impacts
can come from initial trauma in the community.

Situation





5,000 Poppies – collaborative event/marketing project
100th anniversary of end of WWI
Started at community level, developed through social media and spread national
through local/federal government, War Memorial, APH

Characters




War Memorial, APH, Airport, VC, Events ACT, CIT
Community

Actions






62K poppies on WM lawns
100k poppies @ APH
Collaborative marketing efforts
Collaborative events

Impact








Tourism (interstate, local)
Brand of CBR
New relationships/partnerships in government, international
Economic development + $10m
Earned media reach
Understanding of WWI

Author




The author was a representative from the Australian War Memorial
This story is about a significant national event that had a grass roots impact on
individuals who experienced the installation.

Situation




New outdoor park and performance space at Queanbeyan
Secured a free outdoor performance from the Canberra Symphony Orchestra

Characters





Council – funding infrastructure, coordinating the event
Sponsors
Symphony Orchestra

Actions



Many people who wouldn’t normally pay to see an orchestra were able to enjoy the
experience
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Impact





Author

Brought new infrastructure and park to life
Brought the community together for an event that would normally be “exclusive” but
now had a community feel
Will turn into an annual event




The author chose not to identify themselves
This story is about providing an opportunity to those who would not normally use it
the opportunities this investment has provided the community




Triple J one night stand – Regional SA national free
Music festival in Lucindale SA





Local musicians
National musicians + crews
Local hospitality and tourism/transport free buses from local pubs





Highly successful 10s of 1000s of participants
Huge positive impact: Financial, Morale
Social media; National exposure





As above but already discussions about future events
Spin off to tourism and visitors in the future
Accommodation booked out




The author chose not to identify themselves
This story is about the opportunity for national exposure and the impact that can
have on a region





Flinders Ranges – Arkaba Station
Transformed it as a tourism destination and tour product
Focusing on conservation and economic outcomes





Local people delivering storytelling/guiding experiences
North American visitors
Nature/wildlife and conservation






Multi-day walking experience
Guest seeing kangaroos first time in the wild
Being interpreted by a local guide
Bring back indigenous species to landscape





Conservation – truly balanced between economic and conservation
Jobs for local people
Education/appreciation of Australian flora and fauna




The author chose not to identify themselves
This is a story about harnessing the iconic natural assets that Australia has to offer
and how that has helped develop a new local industry




Clear vision for building the visitor economy of Mudgee – including destination
brand, positioning and marketing
Visitor centric strategy approach






Tourism organisation
Wine industry association
Local government
Local operators, wineries

Adelaide
Situation
Characters

Actions

Impact

Author

Situation

Characters

Actions

Impact

Author

Sydney
Situation

Characters
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Actions




Brand strategy and positioning
Full campaign launched

Impact





Increase to the economy of $2.3M in <21 months and an investment of $200K
Increase in average visitor expenditure by 85% spread across the industry
Events as activations, involving community and contributing to a more vibrant place
to live and visit

Author




The author chose not to identify themselves
This story shows the importance of visionary and innovative thinking to encourage
expand on local industry

Situation





First whale watching cruise started this year (Cronulla)
Showcasing not only whales but beautiful waterways to local and international
visitors
A family friendly experience

Characters





Whale Watching operator
Local Council
Local accommodation operators (promoting the tour)

Actions




Social media sharing
Providing awareness in a positive light

Impact



Increased tourism and a positive image for Cronulla

Author




The author chose not to identify themselves
This is a story about harnessing the iconic natural assets that Australia has to offer
and how that has helped develop a new local industry

Situation




Dark Mofo Festival
Artistic/cultural experience, embraced by community who take pride in weirdness.

Characters







Government
Museum of Old and New Art (MONA)
Community
Registered training organisations/Tourism Tasmania
Tasmanians

Actions



Locals taken along on a tourism journey.

Impact




Become a celebration of Tasmanian identity
Community embracing tourism

Author




The author chose not to identify themselves
This story demonstrates the power of a community uniting, to grow and build
something special for themselves and can be researched to build a case study.

Situation



Marketing campaign about meeting local characters and what they do

Characters





‘The rain farmer’
‘The fisherman’
‘The tour master’

Actions




Visitors want to meet a local
Shows how friendly and warm the people are

Impact



It raises the bar.

Author




The author chose not to identify themselves
This story shows the impact advertising and promotion can have on an industry.

Devonport
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Situation








Mountain biking in Derby, Tasmania
Local government support/vision
Built pride among community
Increased retail benefits for local community
Jobs
Inspiration to other parts of Tasmania/Australia

Characters





Local government provided vision, commitment, resources
Private sector: existing operators and start-ups
Local community

Actions




Had a vision, and planned and lobbied for it. Saw the opportunity and developed
new products/services.
Became advocates; are employed in tourism jobs and broader visitor economy.

Impact



Social and economic benefits to local community (increased jobs and revenue)

Author




The author chose not to identify themselves
This story shows how expanding on a community’s field of interest can help develop
and sustain new industry in a town
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04: Challenges & Opportunities
Participants were asked to individually brainstorm the challenges and opportunities that they foresee on the
journey to 2030, writing them on separate post-it notes. They posted their ideas and collectively grouped
them into themes. The notes below contain the most frequently identified themes across all the workshops
and webinar.

Challenges
1. Funding and investment

6. Lack of skilled workforce

2. Infrastructure and transport

7. Climate change

3. Government collaboration and policy

8. Global politics

4. Access

9. Competition

5. Development

10. Red tape

Opportunities
1. Experiences

6. Investment

2. Collaboration with partners and government

7. Uniqueness

3. Technology

8. Educational tourism

4. Growth

9. Infrastructure improvement

5. Research and data

10. International visitors
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05: Focus Areas
Presented with a list of focus areas and priorities gleaned from recent national and state meetings,
discussions and reports on tourism, participants were asked to vote for their top five focus areas. Over 900
responses were received from participants with their top 10 focus areas nationally being.
(Please note: the focus areas presented to each participant evolved from workshop to workshop. Sydney
workshop participants were asked to vote for their top five focus areas from a particular list and then do a
‘deep dive’ into these five. Gold Coast workshop participants were asked to vote for their top five focus areas
from another list and then to do a ‘deep dive’ into their top four priorities. For the Webinar, participants were
asked to vote for their top five focus areas from a different list.)
Please refer to Appendix 1 for the focus areas and questions asked for each state/territory.

Top 10 Focus areas - National
Environmental sustainability

171

Regional dispersal

155

Ensuring a suitably skilled workforce

129

Focus areas

Investment into quality infrastructure

86

Emerging opportunities in marketing

82

Improve workforce productivity and
professionalism

81

Building industry resilience

68

Working with communities and "social licence" to
operate

60

Provide robust data

50

Community and local residents - impact,
involvement

46
0

20

40

60

80

100 120 140 160 180

No. of responses

The top five priority areas per workshop (including the webinar) are shown in the below graphs.

No. of responses

Priority Focus Areas - Gold Coast
12
10
8
6
4
2
0

11
8

Investment into quality
infrastructure

7

Enhancing indigenous
tourism

Environmental
sustainability

6

Improve workforce
productivity and
professionalism

Focus areas
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No. of responses

Priority Focus Areas - Melbourne
15

14
11

10

9

8

Environmental
sustainability

Ensuring a suitably
skilled workforce

Transport and
access

10
5
0
Investment into
quality
infrastructure

Regional dispersal

Focus areas

No. of responses

Priority Focus Areas - Adelaide
15

14
11

10

9

8

The "visitor
economy"

Indigenous tourism

Investment in
infrastructure

10
5
0
Customer
Regional dispersal
experience (visitor
centric)

Focus areas

No. of responses

Priority Focus Areas - Canberra
20

15

15

14

14
9

9

Environmental
sustainabilty

Enhancing digital
tourism

10
5
0
Transport and
access

Investment into
quality
infrastructure

Emerging
opportunities in
marketing

Focus areas

No. of responses

Priority Focus Areas - Perth
30
25
20
15
10
5
0

24

Environmental
sustainabilty

22

Regional dispersal

19

Investment into
quality
infrastructure

15

15

Emerging
opportunities in
marketing

Transport and
access

Focus areas
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No. of responses

Priority Focus Areas - Northern Territory
14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0

12
8

Transport and
access

Investment into
quality
infrastructure

7

7

Ensuring a suitably Regional dispersal
skilled workforce

6

Environmental
sustainabilty

Focus areas

No. of responses

Priority Focus Areas - Devonport
100
80
60
40
20
0

86
45

Environmental
sustainabilty

33

24

23

Ensuring a suitably Regional dispersal
Improve workforce
Working with
skilled workforce
communities and productivity and
‘social licence’ to professionalism
operate

Focus areas

No. of responses

Priority Focus Areas - Sydney
30
25
20
15
10
5
0

26

22
16

15

Ensuring a suitably Regional dispersal Improve workforce Building industry
skilled workforce
productivity and
resilience
professionalism

14

Environmental
sustainabilty

Focus areas

No. of responses

Priority Focus Areas - Webinar
50
40
30
20
10
0

42
34

Sustainability

Regional dispersal

32

29

26

Customer
experience (visitorcentric)

Investment in
infrastructure

Accessibility (e.g.
transport, visas)

Focus areas
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06: Game Changers
Q: “What is the most important game changer for the industry to drive success to 2030?”
In groups, participants were asked to brainstorm their responses to the above question. The focus was on
identifying that one game changer, the “silver bullet” that would drive success to 2030. The top ten game
changers nationally are captured below:

Game Changers:
1. Infrastructure and transport
2. Investment and funding
3. Technology and data
4. Collaboration
5. Products and experiences
6. Indigenous culture
7. Marketing
8. Skills
9. Domestic tourism
10. Sustainability
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07: Surveys
Workshop Feedback Survey
An online survey was prepared so participants could provide feedback and share any further thoughts and
ideas that were not able to be explored in the workshops. Feedback was received from 16 participants.
The below graph is a snapshot of the locations from which feedback was received. The majority of the
feedback was received from participants of the Perth workshop.

Participants provided feedback on their enjoyment of the workshop, with 75% of respondants saying they
enjoyed the workshop.
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Feedback Survey Summary:
Feedback received on the workshops via the survey showed an overall satisfaction with the workshop design
and process. Respondents showed an interest in how the views gained from the individual workshops and
the webinar was going to be reflected in the final strategy and how it will feed into individual state strategies.
The tourism industry was described by a respondant as “fragmented” due to the large amount of smaller
tourism service providers and an appreciation of bringing the different providers together to discuss the 2030
strategy was shown.
Online polling through Poll Everywhere was shown to be supported as an effective way of providing input
with 81% of respondants viewing the tool as effective. The word cloud was felt to be the most meaningful
and effective tool. Participants enjoyed the use of online polling to ensure relevant data was used and
prioritised by the group.
Feedback from participants as they exited each workshop was positive with a number of people sharing the
same feelings via subsequent conversations or email correspondence to team members.
Feedback survey respondents by state/territory
State/Territory

No. of respondents

Australian Capital Territory

3

New South Wales

0

Northern Territory

0

Queensland

0

South Australia

1

Tasmania

3

Victoria

2

Western Australia

4

Webinar

2

Total

15
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Tourism 2030 Online Survey
The majority of respondents were located in NSW and QLD. Survey questions are available in Appendix 2.

Location of Respondents
40

37

37

No. of respondents

35
30
25
18

20

15
15
10

7
4

5

5

4

2

0
ACT

NSW

NT

QLD

SA

TAS

VIC

WA

Blank / NA

State/Territory

The following industries were represented in the survey:

Industry Representation by Sub-sector
40
35

No. of representatives

35
30
25

22

20
16
13

15
10

10

11

10
5
1
0

2

2

3

3
1

Industry
Retail
Events
Food and beverage / Hospitality
Conferences/conventions
Transport
Attractions (including sport and recreation)
Education
Industry Association
Travel Agent or Tour Operator
Government Policy and Planning
Accomodation
Other (please specify)
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Overall, the top focus areas nationally in the online survey, based on what respondents selected out
of the 14 options1, were:
1. Increasing dispersal of travellers into Australia’s regions
2. Working better with local communities to encourage support and participation in the tourism industry
3. Implementing new approaches to tourism marketing

Priorities for each focus area
IMPROVING WORKFORCE PRODUCTIVITY AND
PROFESSIONALISM–

22

WORKING BETTER WITH LOCAL COMMUNITIES TO
ENCOURAGE SUPPORT FOR AND PARTICIPATION IN…

53

SUPPORTING TAKE UP OF NEW TECHNOLOGY BY
TOURISM BUSINESSES–

22

BUILDING INDUSTRY SUSTAINABILITY AND
RESILIENCE–

38

Priority Focus Area

IMPROVING ACCESSIBILITY FOR VISITORS
REGARDLESS OF DISABILITY OR AGE–

10

INCREASING DISPERSAL OF TRAVELLERS INTO
AUSTRALIA'S REGIONS–

56
19

HAVING BETTER DATA FOR DECISION-MAKING–
24
ENSURING A SUITABILITY SKILLED WORKFORCE–
IMPROVING PASSENGER FACILITATION SYSTEMS AT
AIRPORTS/PORTS–

4
22

GROWING AND DIVERSIFYING SOURCE MARKETS–
11
IMPROVING THE TOURIST VISA SYSTEM–
30
IMPROVING TRANSPORT AND VISITOR ACCESS–
37
INVESTING IN QUALITY INFRASTRUCTURE–
IMPLEMENTING NEW APPROACHES TO TOURISM
MARKETING

39
0

10

20

30

40

50

Count

The top priority focus areas by subsector are as follows:

1

see Appendix 2, Question 4 for the relating question
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60

Accomodation

Focus areas

Accommodation Sub-sector Priority Focus Areas
Implementing new approaches to tourism
marketing
Increasing dispersal of travellers into Australia's
regions

12
9

Building industry sustainability and resilience

9

Improving transport and visitor access

7

Investing in quality infrastructure

6
0

2

4

6

8

10

12

No. of responses

Attractions

Attractions Sub-sector Priority Focus Areas

Focus areas

Increasing dispersal of travellers into Australia's
regions

5

Investing in quality infrastructure

4

Improving transport and visitor access

4

Improving the tourist visa system

3

Building industry sustainability and resilience

2
0

1

2

3

4

5

No. of responses

Conferences/Conventions

Focus areas

Conferences/Conventions Sub-sector Priority Focus
Areas
Increasing dispersal of travellers

2

Ensuring a suitability skilled workforce

2

Investing in quality infrastructure

1

Improving transport and visitor access

1

Improving passenger facilitation systems

1
0

1

2

No. of responses
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Education

Focus areas

Education Sub-sector Priority Focus Areas
Improving transport and visitor access

2

Ensuring a suitability skilled workforce

2

Improving passenger facilitation systems at
airports/ports

1

Implementing new approaches to tourism
marketing

1

Growing and diversifying source markets

1
0

1

2

No. of responses
Events

Events Sub-sector Priority Focus Areas

Focus areas

Increasing dispersal of travellers into Australia's
regions

2

Improving transport and visitor access

1

Implementing new approaches to tourism
marketing

1

Building industry sustainability and resilience

1
0

1

2

No. of responses

Hospitality (Food and Beverage)

Hospitality Sub-sector Priority Focus Areas

Focus areas

Implementing new approaches to tourism
marketing

2

Supporting take up of new technology by tourism
businesses

1

Investing in quality infrastructure

1

Ensuring a suitability skilled workforce

1

Building industry sustainability and resilience

1
0

1

2

No. of responses
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Government Policy and Planning

Government Policy and Planning Sub-sector Priority
Focus Areas

Focus areas

Increasing dispersal of travellers into Australia's
regions

7

Having better data for decision-making

6

Investing in quality infrastructure

5

Improving transport and visitor access

5

Supporting take up of new technology by tourism
businesses

4
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

No. of responses

Industry Association

Focus areas

Industry Association Sub-sector Priority Focus Areas
Increasing dispersal of travellers into Australia's
regions
Working better with local communities to encourage
support for and participation in the tourism industry

8
5

Investing in quality infrastructure

5

Supporting take up of new technology by tourism
businesses

3

Implementing new approaches to tourism marketing

3
0

2

4

6

8

No. of responses

Retail

Focus areas

Retail Sub-sector Priority Focus Areas
Building industry sustainability and resilience

1

Improving workforce productivity and
professionalism

1

Increasing dispersal of travellers into Australia's
regions

1
0

1

No. of responses
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Transport

Focus areas

Transport Sub-sector Priority Focus Areas
Working better with local communities

2

Increasing dispersal of travellers into Australia's
regions

2

Supporting take up of new technology by tourism

1

Investing in quality infrastructure

1

Improving workforce productivity and
professionalism

1
0

1

2

No. of responses

Travel agent or Tour operator

Focus areas

Travel Agent and Tour Operator Priority Focus Areas
Implementing new approaches to tourism
marketing

5

Growing and diversifying source markets

5

Improving workforce productivity and
professionalism

4

Improving the tourist visa system

4

Improving accessibility for visitors regardless of
disability or age

3
0

1

2

3

4

5

No. of responses

Other

Focus areas

"Other" Sub-sector Priority Focus Areas
Supporting take up of new technology by tourism
businesses

4

Improving accessibility for visitors regardless of
disability or age

4

Implementing new approaches to tourism
marketing

4

Having better data for decision-making

3

Improving the tourist visa system

2
0

1

2

3

4

No. of responses
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Priority focus areas by state/territory
Northern Territory

Northern Territory Priority Focus Areas
2

Increasing dispersal of travellers into Australia's
regions

2

Improving transport and visitor access

2

Focus areas

Working better with local communities to encourage
support for and participation in the tourism industry

Investing in quality infrastructure

1

Ensuring a suitability skilled workforce

1
0

1

2

No. of responses

New South Wales

New South Wales Priority Focus Areas

Focus areas

Increasing dispersal of travellers into Australia's
regions

16

Improving transport and visitor access

15

Working better with local communities to
encourage support

13

Investing in quality infrastructure

13

Building industry sustainability and resilience

13
0

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

No. of responses
Victoria

Victoria Priority Focus Areas

Focus areas

Improving workforce productivity and
professionalism

9

Increasing dispersal of travellers into Australia's
regions

8

Implementing new approaches to tourism
marketing

5

Building industry sustainability and resilience

4

Investing in quality infrastructure

3
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

No. of responses
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Queensland

Queensland Priority Focus Areas

Focus areas

Working better with local communities to
encourage support for and participation in the…

18

Increasing dispersal of travellers into Australia's
regions

13

Implementing new approaches to tourism
marketing

10

Growing and diversifying source markets

10

Building industry sustainability and resilience

10
0

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18

20

No. of responses

South Australia

South Australia Focus Areas

Focus areas

Increasing dispersal of travellers into Australia's
regions

6

Investing in quality infrastructure

3

Building industry sustainability and resilience

2

Supporting take up of new technology by tourism
businesses

1

Improving accessibility for visitors regardless of
disability or age

1
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

No. of responses

Western Australia

Western Australia Priority Focus Areas

Focus areas

Implementing new approaches to tourism
marketing

8

Increasing dispersal of travellers into Australia's
regions

7

Investing in quality infrastructure

6

Improving transport and visitor access

6

Building industry sustainability and resilience

5
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

No. of responses
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Tasmania

Tasmania Priority Focus areas

Focus areas

Increasing dispersal of travellers into Australia's
regions

2

Working better with local communities to
encourage support for and participation in the…

1

Investing in quality infrastructure

1

Improving transport and visitor access

1

Building industry sustainability and resilience

1
0

1

2

No. of responses
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Priority focus areas by region
The postcodes provided by survey respondents were cross-checked with the official Australian Bureau of
Statistics designation of a metropolitan and regional area to catagorise them as follows:

Metropolitan Areas

Metropolitan Region Priority Focus Areas

Focus areas

Increasing dispersal of travellers into Australia's
regions

27

Working better with local communities to
encourage support for and participation in the
tourism industry

25

Investing in quality infrastructure

16

Implementing new approaches to tourism
marketing

16

Improving workforce productivity and
professionalism

15

0

3

6

9

12

15

18

21

24

27

21

24

27

No. of responses

Regional Areas

Regional Priority Focus Areas

Focus areas

Increasing dispersal of travellers into Australia's
regions

27

Working better with local communities to
encourage support for and participation in the
tourism industry

25

Building industry sustainability and resilience

22

Investing in quality infrastructure

21

Implementing new approaches to tourism
marketing

18

0

3

6

9

12

15

18

No. of responses
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Online survey summary:
Participants of the online survey envision the future of the Australian tourism industry as vibrant and rich in
opportunity. Sustainability, both environmental and economic, is seen as a key to this vision. Participants
would like to see more involvement and collaboration with industry providers and largely view this round of
consultation as a step in the right direction. Concern over the alignment of this strategy with state and
industry policies was heard across all demographics and participants are keen to be involved in the next
steps of this strategy development.
A desire for more dispersal across Australia’s regions, with a call for investment into infrastructure to enable
access to remote destinations, was a strong sentiment. The provision of appropriate and robust training in
the tourism and hospitality sectors was also identified as a necessary for success. Encouraging workers to
participate in training and upskilling to ensure a professional and skilled workforce was identified as being of
benefit to the industry.
Creating an experience based industry or product, as well as encouraging vistiors to stay in regional areas,
were seen as key opportunities for the tourism sector to explore. Engaging and consulting with local
communities was also seen as a way to ensure local involvement and the realisation of positive community
impact.
Regional and metroploitan areas both expressed an overwhelming desire for the increased dispersal of
travellers into Ausralia’s regions as well as the collaboration with local commnities to enable participation in
the tourism industry.
Lack of diverse markets as well as the distance to travel to Australia are seen as key barriers to achieving
success in the industry. Some respondants showed concern over the sustainability of the industry due to
these factors as well as the effects of over tourism on Australia’s natural resources.
This summary refers to the free text responses provided in the survey, as well as the interpretation of the
quantitative data received.
Online survey respondents by state/territory
State/Territory

No. of respondents

Australian Capital Territory

6

New South Wales

34

Northern Territory

4

Queensland

36

South Australia

7

Tasmania

2

Victoria

18

Western Australia

15

Did not answer

7

Total

129
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08: Summary
The program of tourism industry stakeholder engagement and consultation via these workshops and webinar
has created opportunities to gain deep and purposeful insights into the needs and challenges of the industry,
as well as to experience firsthand the passion and commitment of the people who are operating in the
industry today. The visioning, dreams and aspirations that were shared during these sessions has
demonstrated a strong commitment by all involved to drive success for the industry now and into the future.
The key themes that emerged from all the workshops were sustainability, infrastructure, and investment.
These themes emerged not only through the workshop activities but in the conversations had at tables, in
groups and through plenary sessions.
Sustainability was explored on the multiple levels of environmental, social, economic and cultural. Whilst the
term “sustainable” was usually the starting point, the exploration and unpacking of that term led to a
consistently common understanding of the need to ensure the broader levels were all balanced and in play.
Of note, the social element focused on the involvement of community and engaging with locals to embrace
what the tourism industry can do for them, and the cultural element focused on how indigenous cultural
heritage can be preserved physically, as well as promoted for its unique place if the world as the oldest living
culture.
Discussion on infrastructure honed in not only on transportation and connectivity of geographic areas, but
also on technology. Digital connectivity was raised numerous times as a lever to drive more tourists to
specific areas and to identify unique experiences. From the perspective of transportation, each workshop
had a level of focus on the need to make travel from Sydney, the main port in Australia for international
visitors, to other state centres and regional areas easier, attractive and accessible.
Investment was a key theme, underpinning most activities suggested through the workshop activities. The
investment was considered from diverse sources including all levels of government as well as private
enterprise and private-public partnerships. Of particular note was a consistent voice in most of the
workshops that suffixed the investment conversation with an expressed desire to build economic
sustainability through the investment so that the investment itself enables the independence of the industry
to be built to a level of economic sustainability that would in future render the need for continued government
support moot.
A final note on a theme that was not as loudly expressed as the three identified previously, is that of the
development and identification of the tourism industry as a profession. Employment in the sector was
described as being seen as a temporary place to work whilst studying, or on your way to another career.
However, the pride that was expressed by the participants, themselves forging careers in the industry, made
it evident that the commitment to building the status of employment and involvement could be an impactful
conduit to establish a foundation from which to launch the successful Australian tourism industry of the
future.
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09: Appendix 1 – Focus areas used and questions asked for each
state/territory
(Note: Gold Coast Workshop participants were asked to vote for their top five focus areas from a list and
then to do a ‘deep dive’ into their top four priorities. For the Webinar, participants were asked to vote for their
top five focus areas from a different list.)
The prompting questions provided for each group, at each focus area were:


Describe this focus area
o

What does it mean to you?

o

What are its core elements?



What is important about it?



What impact does/can/will it have on the Tourism 2030 strategy?



Ideas / Opportunities / Issues / Risks
o





How can this focus area be improved, developed, expanded or mitigated and minimised?

Ownership / Advocacy
o

What is the role of Industry in this focus area?

o

What is the role of Government in this focus area?

Other: what else should be considered?

(These questions did not change between workshops)

Tasmania - Devonport
The focus areas used in this workshop were:


Environmental sustainability



Ensuring a suitably skilled workforce



Regional dispersal



Working with communities and a ‘social
licence’ to operate

New South Wales - Sydney
The focus areas used in this workshop were:


Ensuring a suitably skilled workforce



Building industry resilience



Regional dispersal



Improve workforce productivity and



Environmental sustainability

professionalism

South Australia - Adelaide
The focus areas used in this workshop were:


Customer Experience



The “visitor economy”



Regional Dispersal



Indigenous Tourism
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Australian Capital Territory - Canberra
The focus areas used in this workshop were:


Transport and access



Investment into quality infrastructure



Emerging opportunities in marketing

Western Australia - Perth
The focus areas used in this workshop were:


Environmental sustainability



Transport and access



Regional dispersal



Growing and diversifying source markets



Investment into quality infrastructure



Enhancing business capabilities



Emerging opportunities in marketing

Northern Territory - Darwin
The focus areas used in this workshop were:


Transport and access



Ensuring a suitably skilled workforce



Investment into quality infrastructure



Regional dispersal

Victoria - Melbourne
The focus areas used in this workshop were:


Investment into quality infrastructure



Transport and access



Regional dispersal



Improve workforce productivity and



Environmental sustainability



Ensuring a suitably skilled workforce

professionalism


Growing and diversifying source markets

Queensland – Gold Coast
The focus areas with the highest votes from the workshop were:
1. Investment into quality infrastructure
2. Enhancing indigenous tourism

4. Improve workforce productivity and
professionalism

3. Environmental sustainability

National – Webinar
The focus areas with the highest votes from the webinar were:
1. Sustainability
2. Regional dispersal
3. Customer experience (visitor-centric)

4. Investment in infrastructure
5. Accessibility (e.g. transport)
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10: Appendix 2 On-line Survey Questions
1. What do you think a successful Australian Tourism Industry would look like in 2030?
2. What are the emerging opportunities we should be working on to optimise industry growth?
3. What are the main barriers we must overcome to achieve success?
4. To achieve the vision of success you described at question 1, please select from the list below what
you think are the 3 most important areas to focus on?


Improving workforce productivity and professionalism



Working better with local communities to encourage support for and participation in the
tourism industry



Supporting take up of new technology by tourism businesses



Building industry sustainability and resilience



Improving accessibility for visitors regardless of disability or age



Increasing dispersal of travellers into Australia's regions



Having better data for decision-making



Ensuring a suitability skilled workforce



Improving passenger facilitation systems at airports/ports



Growing and diversifying source markets



Improving the tourist visa system



Improving transport and visitor access



Investing in quality infrastructure



Implementing new approaches to tourism marketing

5. What industry sub-sector do you represent?
6. What is the post code for the operational location of your business?
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Sydney office
Level 9, 2 Elizabeth Plaza, North Sydney NSW 2060
PO Box 302, North Sydney NSW 2059
T 02 9955 5040 F 02 9955 5901

Melbourne office
Suite 101, 620 Bourke Street Melbourne VIC 3000
PO Box 16215, Collins Street West VIC 8007
T 03 9005 2030
E info@kjassoc.com.au ǀ www.kjassoc.com.au
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